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Sunday 24th December 2017 

Merry Christmas to everyone and I hope that the coming celebrations are enjoyable, restful and a time to 

reflect back on your year with gratitude for all we have and can enjoy with friends and family. 

I am having to write the Annual report soon for the Charity Commission and so have been preparing 

material and photos for this and it always surprises me how much has happened over the course of 12 

months.  Thank you for your faithful and generous support throughout the year and especially over Radio 

Christmas.  But before I remind us all of the achievements of Radio Christmas I would like to end with a few 

stories from these past two weeks. 

I had the absolute joy of accompanying four boys every 

Saturday for the last 5 weeks to their training sessions 

with the Guatemalan Volunteer Fire & Rescue squad 

(Los Bomberos).  The boys had all shown great interest 

in the Mini-Bomberos course and since they had all 

gained their school grade for this year, they were 

rewarded with being sponsored to train with the 

Bomberos and learn the basics of fire fighting, first aid 

and rescue situations.  I was really proud of them and 

the way they responded to the various situations that 

were created for them each Saturday. 

Their final day was such a fun family event as we watched all the children from the various groups perform 

their recently acquired skills and then pass through a parade that ended with them all getting soaked from 

the fire engine.  It really was a great experience for the boys and next year I hope more boys and the girls 

will sign up for the course. 

My church in Guatemala City is called Vida Real and 

every December invites hundreds of children living in 

poverty from the city to the church to receive a 

morning of games, fun, food and receive a special 

Christmas gift.  This year every child in our mentoring 

programme had been invited to the church to 

participate in the Christmas celebrations.  It was a very 

special day and some of the children told me they had 

struggled to sleep the night before due to 

excitement.  But when the day came all 47 children 

arrived early at our Centre and then we headed off on 

two busses to the church. 

I was very impressed with the level of organisation from the minute we arrived and it was not long before 

we were sitting in the church building and enjoying a grand show that finished with every child getting a 

present that included toys, clothes, sweets and various stationery and other bits and pieces.  The reactions 

on their faces were incredible and very moving.  Knowing that most will not get a present on Christmas Day 



makes events like this even more memorable for them and us.  We are very grateful to Vida Real for their 

very generous invite to participate this year. 

Radio Christmas has just finished for the year and this 

December we ran the 12-Days-of-Christmas appeal 

from our studio in our Mentoring Centre in 

Guatemala City and one in Honduras that was headed 

up by Steve Poulson.  The 12 days were exhausting 

but rewarding as the numbers of people listening 

online grew steadily each day to reach a total of 

40,000 listeners a day from 180 countries around the 

world.  Thank you to all those who listened and 

contributed to the appeal and thank you also to the 

family who put in a matching fund to help us get to 

our total of £13,708 for the projects helping 

vulnerable children in Central America. 

Our Christmas celebrations finished with us bringing the children together to receive their Christmas 

present from their mentor, sharing a great Christmas party and meal together and then finishing with a 

beautiful time of reflection with a Christingle Service led by Mark and Rosalie Balfour. 

When all was cleared up in the Centre some of us headed to the streets to visit the children who we knew 

would not be getting presents this year.  We had fun handing out gift boxes to 11 families and all were very 

grateful for our support. 

It has been an incredible December and so now, late on Christmas Eve, it is time for me to head home for 

two days of rest, sleep and my plan to watch some great films, eat to my heart´s content and catch up 

online with family and friends. 

Happy Christmas to you all. 
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Wednesday 10th January 2018 

Our New Year started with us having to begin a 3-week 

refurbishment of our Mentoring Centre in Guatemala 

City.  The Centre is now just over two years old and has 

gotten rather dirty and with numerous things that now 

don´t work.  So, thanks to your generous support through 

Radio Christmas we will be able to repaint the place, fix 

the toilets and sinks and make a couple of improvements 

in the building. 

The Centre is a haven for the children in the mentoring 

programme and a safe place to enjoy being a child, 

having a caring adult around and a place to do homework 

and play with your friends.  This year we would like to find the funds to offer a hot meal each lunchtime as 

well as find volunteers so that we can open the Centre in the mornings for those in school in the afternoon. 

The refurbishments have meant that no children are able to come into the Centre and so mentoring has 

had to be arranged away from it, something I much prefer as taking a child to the park or out on a bike is 

much more fun I think. 

Due to mentors not fulfilling their commitment to their mentees I have had to take on a few more kids until 

we can find replacement mentors for them.  It is not that easy, for some, to make the regular commitment 

to a child, but it is vital for us to find mentors that can enter into a professional relationship with a 

vulnerable child and offer the support and care they so desperately need. 

A new mentee for me is 11-year-old Brandon.  Brandon is a delightful and energetic boy who discovered he 

liked golf!  It came about because I invited him to meet me at Cayalá on Saturday, a perfect constructed 

private town built on the outskirts of Guatemala City.  For visitors to Guatemala the sight of Cayalá is a 

shock to the senses, especially if you have been on our tour of La Terminal.  Cayalá is a private town built to 

provide a shopping and leisure facility to those rather more well-off Guatemalans who require a safer and 

more comfortable place to hang out.  The white-painted stone and marble buildings lure you into the 

opulent town squares where you can hire bicycles and wander around the carefully crafted streets in 

complete safety.  I love it for mentoring. 

Brandon tells me he can´t ride a bike and so could 

he do something else with me instead.  I tell him 

that I will help him learn how to ride a bike, 

standard mentoring session number 23, and so 

with some fear mixed with excitement he hires a 

small bike for £1.50 and off we go.  At first he 

keeps both feet on the ground for fear of falling 

off but with my steady hand to guide the 

handlebars Brandon begins to lose his fear and 

slowly gains the confidence to have go on his 

own.  He seems surprised by how easy it really is 

and within 15 minutes is able to cycle from one 

side of the square to the other without crashing 

into people or falling off.  A small but much celebrated victory for the boy. 



As we wandered around the rest of the site we came across a golf driving range.  Not that big to be honest 

but from an 11-year-old perspective it was huge.  We hired a small quantity of balls and then he set off 

having a go.  One of the staff came along and gave Brandon a lesson in how to hold the iron and how to 

swing and then hit the ball.  His accuracy and velocity increased to the point where he now thinks he is a 

professional golfer.  It was funny watching him rejoice over every ball, even those he tried to pile into the 

man in the little buggy going around collecting the balls from the green.  I knew going back to La Terminal 

would be hard for him today but at least he knows that there is life now beyond it. 

A received a call later that evening from the British Ambassador, as you do, to ask if her son, who is 

currently visiting from his university in the UK, could come with me to the streets one evening before he 

heads back to the UK.  I was delighted and very happy for him to accompany me to the streets, as I wanted 

to see how people had got through Christmas.  

Mark Carter has followed his parents around the 

world and must feel rather secluded when in 

Guatemala.  He is dropped off in the embassy 

bulletproof car and is accompanied by two well-

built armed guards.  Mark is then left alone with 

me!  What an honour and a responsibility and I 

promise I will drop him home to The Residence 

when we finish on the streets. 

Mark quickly acclimatises to the streets and 

starts to feel, in his own words, rather free.  We 

head to the heart of La Terminal after meeting a 

few homeless youths in La Quinta.  Walking down 

the dark alleyways that separate out the 

hundreds of tin shacks is Mark´s first experience of the notorious Terminal.  Some shacks double as both 

business and living space and others are the most basic spaces measuring about 2x3m and can house up to 

a family of 8. 

We walk into an area where the street lights illuminate the numerous dogs who sit either growling at us or 

are fast asleep and soon a child notices us and calls out as she rushes towards me and holds out her arms in 

that normal childhood response to an adult they know will pick them up and make a fuss of them.  We say 

hi to the children and mums who are now coming out of their shacks and I introduce Mark and tell them he 

is visiting tonight and has come all the way from England to see them.  They feel very impressed and begin 

to question him on how old he is, what he likes to eat, does he have a girlfriend and can he balance a huge 

wicker basket on his head.  Just the normal set of questions then! 

Mark is a delight to have with me and is reflective of his time on the streets as we drive to The 

Residence.  It has obviously made an impact on his life and a few days later he sends me his blog and hopes 

you will read it and keep supporting the work we do here, 

which I know you will. 

Back at the Centre the following day we meet as a team to 

discuss the educational needs of the 47 children in the 

mentoring programme.  In Guatemala the school year 

begins each January and since it is “free” all children are 

supposed to attend.  Attendance figures continue to rise 

year on year in Guatemala, which encourages us, but all 

children have to provide their uniform, books and school 

supplies.  The cost of which does preclude many from 

enjoying the free education.  We study the lists of the 

https://www.streetkidsdirect.org.uk/index.php/blogs/visitor-reports/352-mark-carter-blog


children in the programme and begin to shop.  My goodness this must be the hardest thing I have ever 

done!  I never enjoy shopping, as it seems to me like an activity that must be effectively planned so that the 

minimum amount of time is needed within the store to achieve your shop.  This is why I go to the same 

place as I know where everything is and if I can get in, shop and out again within 10 minutes I am one 

happy man.  How sad is my life you must be thinking. 

Anyway, shopping for a child´s school supplies is a challenge to most patient of parents.  I watch them 

scramble for the 20 sheets of bond paper size legal, one pot of glue, standard size of course – whatever 

that means, 8 coloured pencils, one rubber, etc..  The list goes on and just looking at it makes me feel ill.  I 

am with Moses and accompanied by Lorena and her two children.  Lorena has been through the mum 

school and so seems to cope a lot better with the experience than me.  Moses finds things on his list as we 

go up and down the isles and has discarded my advice to go through the list in a logical numerical order. 

The experience leaves me exhausted and ready for my bed or dark space to sit alone and wonder what I 

could have done with that time both in the isles and in the large queues.  Oh well, Moses is smiling and 

happy he has all his school supplies now.  Next on the list of to-do things is getting him his uniform.  The 

experience of doing this is so distressing I would rather not write about it here and will save it for a huge 

rant when I come back to the UK in March.  Be prepared! 
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Monday 5th February 

The sheer joy of welcoming the children back to the newly 

refurbished Centre blessed the whole team.  The children knew 

we would be open from 2pm on Monday 29th January and as 

each child came through the door they were welcomed with a 

huge shout of joy and lots of applause.  Their reaction was a 

picture of happiness and embarrassment, happier than 

embarrassed I think. 

The children are invited to explore the Centre and see what we 

have done over the last three weeks.  We get their approval and 

soon they are playing, running around and having their faces 

painted.  It is so good to see them back, but it highlights our desperate need to find the funding to employ a 

full-time teacher for the Centre.  In the meantime we will have to make do with the team taking turns and 

volunteers helping when they can.  My role during the first week is to do the teaching slot.  I decide to talk 

about fears and cause a huge amount of laughter when I tell them of my childhood fear of girls.  This 

developed after being slapped across the face by the three-year-old girl next door when I was only two.  It 

was obviously a traumatic event for me regardless of her being in the right at the time as I had stolen her 

trike and hidden it in my garden. 

The following day the team from Global Care in the Midlands, 

UK were joining us for a week of fun activities and included one 

day when we invited the children to have the day off school 

and attend an eye clinic we had built, thanks to the support of 

Jane from Global Care and IPC Guatemala, downstairs in our 

Centre.  I was impressed by the amount of equipment that was 

provided and the time each person took with every child.  Of 

the 25 children who attended the clinic, half needed glasses 

and 4 children have serious prescriptions that made Jane 

wonder how they could see at all.  I appeal for people to 

donate so that we can buy each child a pair of glasses.  Do 

contact me directly about this if you can help. 

I had to make a quick trip down to Honduras to help try broker a deal for AFE.  AFE is the inspirational 

school that provides free and tailored education to the children from the rubbish dump.  We have been 

trying to help link AFE up with a US charity that can handle their US donations. I remain hopeful that we can 

help AFE become more independent and build a good supporter base in the US in order to fund their 

ongoing work. 

While I was in Honduras the political situation worsened and I 

was considering if Steve Poulson should be housed temporarily 

in Guatemala.  The views of those in “the know” were alarming 

as they talked of a possible civil war or total meltdown that 

would leave the country open to being run by gangs.  Thankfully 

I was able to also meet some people who had been praying into 

the situation and were much more hopeful that peace would 

come.  Walking and driving around the chaotic capital, 

Tegucigalpa, made me feel unsafe.  The army had taken up 

residence in large numbers due to the riots that had left many dead and destroyed homes, shops and other 

buildings. 



Please do pray for Honduras and let´s hope for a brighter future for this incredible country and trust that 

those there will be kept safe and the children´s home and the AFE School will be able to carry on as normal 

and look after the children in their care. 
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Tuesday 6th February 2018 

Firstly, please forgive me for the large gap between this blog and the last one!  It has been one rollercoaster 

over the last two months and I will be uploading more blogs over the next week, so lots to catch up on.  In 

the meantime I need to get something off my chest and so, since my blog helps me do this, I thought I 

would share with you what happened yesterday. 

My arrival at the SKD mentoring Centre is always 

exciting, even if no one is there.  The Centre is a 

miracle and the fact we are open most days is 

incredible given that we would love a full-time 

person in to run the Centre.  The Centre operates 

thanks to the few volunteers we have and so I am 

actively seeking funding for a teacher or child 

psychologist to work there every day. 

It was still early and so the Centre was quiet inside 

but noisy outside as the rural busses were 

thundering by, dropping off workers into the 

terminal after a long journey from the 

countryside.  I needed at least an hour on the 

computer to catch up with emails and prepare for the team meeting later. 

As soon as I open my computer the doorbell rings and I can see on the security camera that little Maria Jose 

is outside with her mum.  I go down and open the door and both come in and the mum begins to cry.  I feel 

sad, not because the mum is crying but to imagine what like is like for little Maria Jose. 

Maria Jose was born in La Terminal and very rarely has she seen life outside it.  She is 8 years of age and has 

experienced contract killers coming to her little shack, watching her older sister go into prostitution and 

eventually start living with her 14-year-old boyfriend in the same bed as her and her little sister.  Her 

brother is now spending more time on the streets and is causing her distress but in turn the distress has led 

her to escape via the same route as her 14-year-old brother, namely sniffing solvents. 

She is a little girl and one can read abandonment all over her face.  She hunches instinctively, as though 

someone is about to hit her.  Her shoes are broken and are clinging to her feet mainly through the toes as 

the straps are broken and the soles of her shoes barely exist.  Her shabby clothes are ripped and pungent 

with the smell you get from someone who has been living on the streets for a few months.  I would love to 

scoop her up, get her in a shower, buy her some clean clothes, get her hair fixed and make her feel like a 

princess.  I even try and say that beautiful princesses don´t need to sniff solvents, especially ones who are 

only 8. 

Maria Jose is unwell again and so needs some extra support and will now miss another day of school.  Her 

attendance at school is rather hit or miss and so she never gets to pass first grade and so is doomed to 

repeat it over and over again.  I feel powerless and can´t wait to have the Protection Home open. 

As the day progresses and the Centre fills up with children needing support and help with their homework 

the hours fly by and takes me to finishing just before 10pm when I get a call from a lady on the streets to 

tell me that Maria Jose´s 14-year-old brother has just been rushed into hospital. 

I call Ben and we head to the general hospital to find the boy´s mother outside in tears and informing us 

that he has been stabbed in the neck and she knows nothing more.  Usually a neck stab wound is serious 



but we find out that he will pull through and the doctors are preparing him for x-rays to see what damage 

the iron bar did to him when a stranger plunged it into his neck. 

 

The mum needs support and prayers and Ben buys her some food and 

drink before we ask about Maria Jose and her young brother and sister 

in their shack in La Terminal.  “They are all alone”, she tells us and so 

we decide it best to visit them and she passes on the key to the 

padlock that keeps their shack relatively safe at night. 

On arrival at the shack the tin door is not padlocked with the chain but 

open and two little girls are sleeping on a bed.  The 10-year-old 

brother, who is supposed to be looking after them, has gone out on 

the streets again.  Ben and me begin to search the dark and narrow 

passageways and eventually find Luis who informs us that he is at the 

place where a man has been killed.  We walk a little further and see 10 

police officers standing over a body of a man who has been killed and 

then see the boy with some others laughing and talking abut the 

wounds the man received.  It was a horrific scene and I comment to Ben on the impact that these types of 

events must have on children growing up here. 

Eventually we encourage the boy to return with us to secure the shack until his mum returns home in the 

early hours.  His solution, on arrival at the shack, is to secure it with the padlock and chain and then head 

back off the streets.  We can do little more than pray for their safety and report the situation to the 

authorities and hope that we can find a happier outcome for them.  It´s at times like this you wish you 

could have special powers to act and remove children from dangerous situations.  It seems all rather 

hopeless as we head to bed, but that is often how we feel I am sorry to say. 
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Monday 12th February 2018 

You know what it´s like when you fall into a deep sleep and then the phone rings and you are not sure if it’s 

the dream or if you need to get up and answer the phone?  Saturday night was one of those nights when I 

had been asleep for an hour when the phone rings a few minutes after midnight.  I answer the phone and 

only hear women screaming at each other, but the person who is making the call is one of the families we 

have been helping and so I knew something was not right. 

I tried my best to get someone to talk with me but after about a minute of screaming the phone went 

dead.  I lay back on my bed and wondered if this call was made in error but all of a sudden it rang again and 

this time I was asked to go to a home in La Terminal right away in order to help keep a little boy safe. 

Earlier in the week one of the young girls in our mentoring centre had asked me if she could receive some 

advice.  She told me of a lady in a neighbouring shack who looks after children and how another lady, who 

works as a sex-worker, had dropped off a young boy and had not returned.  The lady was now treating the 

boy badly and she wanted to know what we could do to help.  Soon after we finished talking a neighbour of 

the lady sent me a message telling me the same thing and sending me photos of the little boy´s face and 

head with the various wounds visible and asking me if we could make a formal complaint with the 

authorities. 

Sadly the authorities, who should act to save the 

children from abuse and neglect, seem rather 

underfunded and over-worked and so I knew their 

response would take time.  What I was not 

expecting was the call in the middle of the night to 

tell me the situation had deteriorated and the little 

boy was now at great risk and the lady who is 

“looking after him” is now very drunk and taking it 

out on the boy. 

I head to The Terminal and when I arrive two police 

officers are already there and trying to take some 

form of statement from the lady who is holding the 

child and has been allegedly abusing him.  I have to listen to countless versions of what has been going on 

but it seems that the mother of the boy has abandoned the child in order to keep working.  The lady being 

interviewed is drunk and aggressive but the police do their best to keep her calm. 

After a short time I phone our super-hero, Juan Carlos, who knows everything about the law and what 

should be done and he tells me he is on his way, as is Ben Soden who is also hearing about the situation 

and wants to come and support. 

I overhear one of the police officers telling the lady that even though the child is not hers, and she can´t 

produce any documentation that he has been left in her care by the real mother, that if she promises to 

stop hitting the child then they will leave it there.  This is where I need to intervene and explain to the 

police their legal obligations, which leads them to take the child away and give it to another mother in a 

similar situation next door.  The police officer tells me that since this other lady is not drunk the child will be 

safe and we should leave it there. 

However, the lady who was abusing the child is becoming very aggressive and when I begin to talk with the 

police she starts to push me and then pull at my jacket to plead with me not to take this to court.  I have to 

ignore her pleas and explain to the two police officers that they are not acting within the law!  This grabs 

their attention and I need to make clear the legal process of dealing with situations like this, which includes 



removing the boy and placing him into their protective custody, taking him immediately to the court and 

making a formal statement about the child. 

The police then leave and call for backup and within a couple of minutes more police officers arrive into the 

dimly-lit forecourt where numerous families have setup home in tin and block shacks and share a sink, 

toilet and shower.  It is grim even in the daylight but the darkness of night covers over some of the 

desperate conditions but highlights new ones like the coming and going of men who come for sex with 

young women.  There is now a female police officer and they have decided that action is what is required. 

The lady who has been abusing the boy is now becoming more violent and so I have to step into a fight 

between her and another lady and try and keep them apart while they scratch at each other, try and 

exchange punches and all manner of abuse.  The police then arrest the lady who is obviously not going 

easily.  She puts up a fight as they try and handcuff her and push her to the ground and begin to punch her 

in the face.  The situation is getting out of hand and Juan Carlos and Ben arrive in time for us to focus now 

on the little boy who is crying in one of the shacks. 

We discover that the original officers were not keen to 

pursue action as their shift was ending and so the 

reinforcements were now starting the new shift and keen 

to help us to keep the little boy safe.  Ben and me pick up 

the little boy and try and comfort him while one of the 

new officers seems to know the score and asks us to 

accompany him to the court to make a statement.  Ben 

cradles the little boy tenderly in his arms and goes in the 

police car while Juan Carlos and me follow on behind. 

Thankfully the little boy is safe but it takes a little longer to 

get to court due to a shooting in the main street that leads 

to the court and police have now cordoned off the area.  The reality of living in Guatemala City slaps me in 

the face again and we follow the police up one-way streets - the wrong way - and eventually arrive at the 

court that deals with children.  We are given a warm welcome after being searched for weapons and short 

statements are taken and I manage to get the little boy laughing and feeling comfortable. 

Ben tells me that he will hopefully now grow up with no memory of this event and should be taken into 

adoption or into a caring children´s home.  He remains a boy with no name and we pray God´s protection 

over him and hand him over to the nursery worker.  Now comes the tough bit as we finish the legal process 

and will now need to re-build relationships in the community where the event took place.  It is hard where 

we can be seen as the bad people who come and take children away, but we have to make it clear we can´t, 

and the law does not allow us to, stand by and allow children to be neglected and abused.  Just another day 

on the streets! 
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Sunday 25th February 

Yesterday was a blast.  I had driven to our Centre on the outskirts of La Terminal, parked the car and walked 

to collect Brandon, Fredy and Jonathan.  Walking through the hustle and bustle of the crowded streets in 

the market always hits your senses hard.  I wonder how it is that large numbers of people weave in and out 

of the slow-moving traffic without being run over.  Small children tap on the windows of some of the cars 

expectant for a coin while others run around the traffic like it was a playground and where no harm would 

come to them.  Today our time of mentoring was going to be different.  We had all agreed to go and visit 

Go Guatemala. 

I arrive to collect Brandon and walk up the dimly-lit alleyway to his 

“house” and I am pleased to find him dressed in his one smart shirt 

he got for Christmas and with a huge smile on his face.  His hair is 

gelled and styled into what he tells me is all the rage for 10-year-old 

boys.  The last two times I collected him he was running around 

about to go into the shower or just coming out of it. He lives in one 

room with his mum, dad and three siblings.  They share a sink and 

shower with a few other families and so he can´t always time the 

shower to fit in with me visiting.  Today, however, he was ready on 

time and so we head off to collect Fredy and his brother 

Jonathan.  A few minutes later we pile into my car and drive out of 

La Terminal and head towards zone 18. 

Every Saturday Go Guatemala runs an outreach club for children who live in zone 6 and zone 18 - two zones 

in Guatemala City that have very high rates of gang membership and childhood homicide.  The club is run 

by Pastor Alex and his wife Evelyn together with some very dedicated mums and teenagers.  When I first 

moved back to Guatemala 5 years ago I volunteered here every Saturday and helped run the games and 

activities out in the sports field for up to 120 children while the rest of the team ran educational activities 

inside. 

This was the boys first visit to Go Guatemala and they quickly engaged with the other children and started 

to play and enjoy themselves.  The programme starts with breakfast and then a time of signing worship 

songs, with all the actions, followed by everyone being divided into age groups for the various activities.  It 

always amazes me how much this project relies on casual donations and the team are hopeful there will be 

something arriving this morning to provide the children with lunch. 

One of the main strengths of this project we help fund is the school support.  In Guatemala the levels of 

school dropout is high and from our experience this can be down to the fact that children just can´t access 

the information they need to get their grades.  It costs 30p to have 30 mins access to the internet and then 

extra for every page that is printed.  Every single day teachers ask children to investigate a certain topic on 

the internet and then write it up and print out pictures and illustrations for the following day.  For so many 

this is impossible.  Go Guatemala offers this service free to the 

children and the help they need to understand what they are 

looking for. 

After lunch we listen to another inspirational talk by Pastor Alex 

on how so many young people just slip easily into the labour 

market without considering further education or how they could 

setup their own business.  We then drive back to La Terminal 

making sure we stop for an ice-cream on the way and the boys 

begin to discuss what they enjoyed about their exciting day 



out.  They love getting away from La Terminal and realise that the world is much different than they first 

imagined. 

A few days later our street team, headed up by the amazing Ben Soden, organises an activity for one of the 

groups of mums of the children we work with in La Terminal.  The evening is a great success and the mums 

talk about how special they feel now we are doing activities for them and not just their children.  I love 

many things about this event, but most of all I love the fact that I had nothing to do with it.  I am 

encouraged by the way the team is growing in ability and confidence and expanding the work.  

Two other things to tell you before I sign off.  Firstly, Sergio is 

back with us.  Some might remember that a few years ago we 

rescued Sergio from the streets and he was given the chance 

to study and a scholarship to train as an airline pilot.  His life 

didn´t work out exactly as he had hoped, and he came to see 

us and asked for our help.  We received him with love and 

welcomed him back and soon after he was in the emergency 

ward of the state hospital.  A metal plate that had been fitted 

to his leg due to a severe brake had broken free and had 

caused the leg to break again.  Sergio was in agony, but we 

managed to get him the operation and now he is recovering and planning once again to resume his studies 

and pursuing his dream of becoming an airline pilot. 

And finally.  I am heading back to the UK on the 1st March for 

some fundraising events and I hope you will be able to 

consider coming to join me on the 17th March in Amersham 

for our Family Quiz Night.  It is for anyone of any age and it’s a 

lot of fun.  Ben and Joseph Soden have been busy filming for 

this event and so if you are able to come along you will hear 

the story of one of the girls who is benefitting from your 

donations.  Ashly lives in Guatemala City and her story is quite 

an inspiration and I hope that in hearing it you will be 

encouraged to know your support really does change lives.  I 

will also be making the important announcement at the Quiz 

Night of this summer´s crazy idea – a sponsored walk like none other!  Stay tuned for more information. 

  

https://www.streetkidsdirect.org.uk/index.php/get-involved/fundraising-events/353-family-quiz-night-2018


No. 127 

Thursday 1st March 2018 

I celebrated a personal victory this week.  I have been trying to achieve it now for the last year and could 

never quite make it due to many factors that always seem to work against me.  You might wonder why this 

was such a big deal when you find out what it is but stick with me as I hope all will become clearer. 

It´s 5am and I head out of the car park under my apartment and turn into the main street, which is glowing 

orange from the city street lamps.  My little 1984 jeep is reliable and sounding sweet after its recent service 

and leaving this early means little traffic. I have two goals.  My primary goal, as always at this time of the 

morning, is to try and drive to our Centre – about 10 minutes away – without being mugged, shot at or 

driven in to by the numerous drunk and dangerous drivers who seem to frequent the streets of Guatemala 

City.  However, my secondary goal is to get to our Centre with every traffic light on green.  I know it is weird 

but the number of traffic lights we have here in Guatemala makes this task an incredibly difficult one, even 

for the most expert drivers. 

My victory is celebrated as I pass the last green light and turn into the small road where our Centre is and 

park the jeep inside and prepare for the new day.  I feel elated and now don´t seem to mind how many red 

lights I have to wait at in the future as I know that on this day I managed them all on green. 

Celebrating this seemingly insignificant event might cause you to wonder why I am sharing this here.  But 

when you are faced everyday with an overwhelming sense of disempowerment that comes from working 

with numerous children and families at risk and knowing you can´t help them all, one small tvictory, even 

the tiniest one needs to be recognised and celebrated.  The sense of disempowerment is one that is normal 

for those who work with vulnerable children.  How I wish I could sweep them all away to a safe place, help 

them realise they are loved and precious and work with them to realise their potential and to keep on 

dreaming. 

Later that day I am asked to go up into the lounge and meet with Bryan.  Bryan is 9 and I am asked to chat 

with him due to a situation that occurred this past week.  He sits nervously and uncomfortably on the new 

sofa whilst swinging his little legs and looking down at the floor.  I sit next to him and as I do so he looks at 

me and smiles.  I feel moved as I know he has no idea what is coming and wish there was someone else 

who could do this.  But, for the moment, it falls to me. 

The conversation with little Bryan begins around what happened 

recently when he decided to engage in behaviour that started to ring 

the alarm bells.  There were complaints and accusations and so I 

needed to hear his side of the story. I am trying, as you might guess, to 

tell you what happened without telling you what happened.  I am 

trying to protect him by changing his name and keeping you from the 

gruesome details.  Bryan loses his smile and it seems like his whole 

world begins to cave in.  I expect that in his head he is trying to find a 

space to go that is safe, but the fact that I need to bring up this incident 

means he will feel shame.  I wonder if he thinks that after we have 

discussed this, he will ever be allowed into the Centre again and if he could ever face seeing us again. 

The discussion moves on to me explaining some basic facts of life.  Not the type of basic facts your parents 

might once have tried to share with you through huge embarrassment.  But facts about how boys grow and 

change and how sometimes other people do things to them they don´t like or how their search for 

knowledge leads them to see things they now regret.  Bryan looks at me and understands what I mean and 

so I take it a little further and give him the chance to tell me why this behaviour might have happened. 



I am prepared to hear anything, but what I hear leaves me hurting so much for him.  He tells me what is 

happening when his mum is not at home.  He tells me how his 11-year-old cousin is teaching him and 

making him do things that makes him feel dirty.  He looks at me, grabs hold of me and sobs into my shirt.  It 

is a tender moment and I go on to tell him that he is very brave to talk with me about these things and 

what I would like to do to help him stay safe.  I wish I could make him safe all the time, but I know this is 

not a reasonable request and so consider how we can now bring this issue up with his mum and cousin and 

try and help them all see there is a way forwards. 

Bryan feels loved and accepted and thanks me for listening and for his hug.  He is precious, and his smile is 

a reminder to me, and hopefully to him, that life can still go on.  This is a small victory today and one from 

which I am hoping will lead to a much healthier relationship with his cousin despite the difficult road ahead. 

  



No. 128 

Saturday 24th March 2018 

My return to the UK was much more relaxed and less stressful than previous times, mainly due to a new 

working/rest/exercise pattern I have implemented in Gutemala.  The culture shock of returning to the UK 

was not as great this time and the impact on me emotionally was less, which meant I could engage with 

friends from the moment I landed. 

Travelling around the UK to meet supporters, family and 

friends was a blast and I am grateful to the Sodens for 

loaning me a car for the three weeks and trusting me to 

have it back in one place despite the test drive in the snow 

in a car park!  I must have travelled over 2,000 miles as I 

went up and down the country as well as driving down to 

Land´s End and then, in one go, to John O´Groats in 

Scotland to look at the route for the Camino por Amor 

walk. 

This year I had planned to walk the length of the United 

Kingdom with Steve Poulson, who works for Street Kids 

Direct as a volunteer in Honduras.  The walk would be from Land´s End to John O´Groats and back again, 

and if we did it in 21 days we would break a Guinness World Record.  However, despite my enthusiasm, we 

have had to postpone this mad walk till next year as Steve was not able to travel this summer and we 

wanted to walk this at the same time, so we have made plans for another walking challenge this summer – 

the Camino por Amor walk from Honduras to Guatemala and Guatemala to Honduras.  More about this in 

another blog but information will appear on the website soon. 

Our big fundraiser while I was back in the UK was our 

annual Family Quiz Night in Amersham.  The theme this 

year was HISTORY and so the rounds were based on 

historical events and people.  The Amersham Community 

Centre was packed and we are so grateful to all those who 

came along and supported.  When all funds were counted 

up we managed to raise a total of £2,014.  Thanks to all 

the local companies who donated prizes for the raffle, 

those who helped decorate and cater, for Matt who 

travelled from Suffolk to host the evening, for Ken and Ade 

for providing live music and to all who came along and 

participated.  It was a very successful event and we look forward to running another one next March. 

I would like to write a personal thank you to all those who helped during my three weeks in the UK, for 

those who invited me to meals, those who offered me a place to stay, those who drove me around and 

loaned me a car, for all those who supported in any way and made my trip a pleasurable experience 

indeed. I look forward to coming back early November for Radio Christmas. 

  



No. 129 

Sunday 8thApril 2018 

Our work in Guatemala continues to expand as the 

street team was joined by Lorena Guzman, who 

moved to Guatemala from Honduras at the end of last 

year.  Lorena was able to join me one day as we visited 

various homes of the children in the mentoring 

programme. 

One of the homes we visited was that of Miguel and 

his brothers and sister.  Miguel joined the mentoring 

programme two years ago and continues to receive 

our help and support in order to keep him off the 

streets.  When we arrived at his home he came out to 

greet us in bare feet and looked like he had not 

washed for a couple of weeks and complained of being hungry.  Miguel is 12 and lives with his older 

brother, younger sister and brother, his mum and cousin in one tiny room with no light.  A make-shift bed 

takes up half the room and various bags and boxes are all stacked up around the walls.  In one corner a 

small pile of clothes sit next to a bag of wood that is used to cook for the family.  It is hard to leave them in 

this situation, but we are able to offer them the basic support in order to keep them alive and to help 

maintain Miguel in school. 

Later that evening the street team and Lorena run a 

series of activities in La Terminal for the children and 

a separate activity for the mums.  The mums are 

really surprised we want to work with them and are 

eager to participate in the varied craft activities 

there are on offer.  So often the street team are 

confronted by huge amounts of need and many 

mums try and get all they can from us, and wouldn´t 

you if you lived in poverty? However, it was great to 

see how the mums just enjoyed being with the team 

and having the attention focussed on them for a 

change while another team ran games for the children. 

One of the boys in this area of La Terminal is 15-year-old Felipe who had 

been taking more and more to the streets.  His story is not unique but it 

is deeply sad and the years of neglect and abuse has lead him to make a 

series of decisions that means he spends most of his life now on the 

streets.  We had been informed that he had been shot and feared the 

worse, but when we found him he was suffering from having been shot 

by a shotgun in his face and chest.  He had gunshot wounds all over and 

was allowed out of hospital as the wounds were not life-

threatening.  He will take a time to recover but this is just another 

traumatic event in his childhood and I wonder what impact this will 

have on his life in the short and long term. 



On a much lighter note there seemed a 

small glimmer of hope appearing in the Guatemalan Government´s desire to open their doors and welcome 

NGOs into discussions about how we could work more closely together. Thanks to the visit from Tim Hines, 

an American NGO network coordinator, we were able to get a meeting with the Director and her team 

from Social Services. 

There was a tremendous amount of discussion around how the NGOs could offer tremendous levels of 

support to the government if the government were able to offer the right level of help and 

coordination. Tim was representing a large group of American NGOs in Honduras who were considering 

leaving the country due to the political instability and violence.  If these NGOs came to Guatemala they 

would want the government to help them setup here and link with existing services. 

One highlight from the beginning of the month was 

being able to get little Moses into a national 

football academy, together with Julian his now best 

buddy and “older brother”.  Julian moved to 

Guatemala at the end of last year with his mother, 

Lorena, and is currently living in the Protection 

Home in the city and is slowly adapting to life in 

Guatemala City and enjoys hanging out with Moses 

at the weekend.   

This relationship has helped me in my mentoring 

with Moses as Julian is a great example to Moses of 

a boy who loves God, enjoys studying hard and lives 

for sport. I am already seeing how Moses is wanting to spend more time with Julian than with me, which is 

healthy and helps him develop a more tolerant attitude to others and to life. 

  



No. 130 

Monday 23rdApril 2018 

I sit down and write this blog with real excitement in my heart as the last two weeks have been of such 

encouragement to me and I hope that reading this blog will also encourage you to know that when you 

make a donation to Street Kids Direct it REALLY DOES change lives.  Thank you for being there and for all 

those who donate and share the work with family and friends. 

I recently returned from a 4-day trip to Honduras.  Due to time constraints and security I had to fly down to 

Honduras this time rather than endure the 12-hour drive to Tegucigalpa, the capital of Honduras.  Last time 

I was there the city seemed to be in a state of siege and this led to disruptions as well as many deaths 

throughout the country.  Driving down was still a risk even though many people told me that is was now 

safe.  Flying would not only be safe but also it would gain me two days that are usually spent travelling to 

and from the country. 

I drove to meet Steve Poulson, who is now a full-time volunteer in Honduras for Street Kids Direct.  Steve 

had been helping the three charities we support in Honduras but had come to a point where he needed my 

help and advice as all three were going through difficult times. 

Our first meeting was with the Board of the Manuelito 

Children´s Home and that was followed by a visit to the 

home for three days and two nights.  Little Duncan was 

very pleased to have his Dad around again and stuck with 

me every minute he could.  His attachment to me is 

powerful and very moving as he sees me as his legitimate 

father and is heartbroken when it comes to the moment I 

have to say goodbye and head home to Guatemala.  This 

trip was hard for him as he had imagined I would be with 

him for three whole days and was upset when I had to 

take off for a couple of hours to visit the mentoring 

programme in town. He is a dear little boy and is affectionate and very protective of me but has his 

struggles and difficulties like any other kid.  He is doing well and loves my encouragement to keep choosing 

a more positive path in his life as an 11-year-old boy. 

The Manuelito Children´s Home changes each time I visit.  The first phase of the building of the school is 

almost complete and is now in daily use. When windows and doors go in this will help classrooms become a 

little more personal as the open feel of them is not always conducive to effective learning. One more school 

building is already under construction and when this is complete all the children will have the right number 

of classrooms and toilets.  It will be a delightful place to study with impressive views of the countryside all 

around them. 

Many of the children who come to the school at 

Manuelito are in desperate need of a caring and 

consistent mentor in their lives. This has led a small 

group of local people to launch the Street Kids Direct 

Mentoring Programme in the town.  It is early days but 

the group of about 25 children are meeting once a week 

for a kids club and as relationships are developed and 

trust is gained then mentors will be assigned to each 

child and the mentoring relationship can begin.  This is a 

very exciting development for us as more programmes 



are now adopting the mentoring programme we have developed. 

The next visit was to a new project we have been asked to link with on the outskirts of the capital where 

the mentoring programme has started with a couple of kids in a town called Ciudad España.  The town has 

its share of challenges but Jen, an American missionary, has moved in to the town and has opened her 

home to kids at risk of going into gangs.  Steve Poulson helps here each week now and has started 

mentoring an 11-year-old boy called Christian. 

One of the things I most enjoyed about this project was the raw nature of it.  Jen´s house is a beacon of 

light and the simplicity of the place is charming and helps kids feel at home from the minute they walk 

in.  The gang there have accepted Jen and she has developed a good relationship with them. 

Christian came in after school as I was meeting with 

Jen and Steve and complained of a stomach 

ache.  Street Kids Direct has helped sponsor five 

children here with a full-time education.  Christian is 

one of those benefitting from our sponsorship and he 

is clearly in need of a medical check-up, but, for the 

moment, is keen to spend a couple of hours hanging 

out with his mentor, Steve.  I suggest a cooking 

activity and within minutes Steve and Christian have 

been and bought the ingredients to make chocolate 

crispy cakes.  It is a simple recipe but one that is 

accessible to Christian who tells me he can´t cook but 

enjoys mixing melted chocolate and cornflakes together. 

It was a special time sitting watching what happened in this front-line work and seeing the reactions of 

Christian and others to the love that was being demonstrated all around them.  The project is not dotting 

every I and crossing every T but it is moving just watching what is happening here and feeling a special part 

of it all. 

Steve and me had spent time also planning our 

“Camino por Amor” sponsored walk for this 

summer.  Our original plan was to walk the length of 

the United Kingdom (there and back) but Steve was 

unable to travel and so we have decided to put that 

on hold until next year.  This year will now be a walk 

that will challenge us both in many ways.  Steve will 

start his walk in Guatemala City and walk to 

Tegucigalpa and I will start in Tegucigalpa and walk 

to Guatemala City. 

The Camino por Amor walk will mean we will have to walk 80km a day for 6 days and on the seventh day 

walk nearly 120km.  With high temperatures, gangs and dangerous roads it will be quite a challenge and 

since it will be a race the idea is to see who arrives at their destination first.  Obviously, that will be me but 

Steve and me will be keeping supporters updated daily with our progress.   

Please do check out the promotional video of this year´s walk and share it with all you can and direct them 

to the website where a special giving page will soon appear.  Our target is to raise £10,000 for the new 

Protection Home in Guatemala City and the projects we support in Honduras. 

https://youtu.be/Wvmc0GfHwog


On my return to Guatemala I was given plenty of hugs and 

kisses at the Centre by the kids who were telling me how 

excited they were at having their eyes checked after being 

through a month of treatment. Over half of the children 

needed glasses and we had been given funds by generous 

donors to buy each child that needed them a pair of 

glasses.  One boy (photo) kept taking his off and looking 

around.  “I never realised”, he told me, “that the world was 

so blurry”. This was the first time he could see properly and I 

know that having glasses will also help him loads at school.  

The only bad news that came in over the last couple of weeks was when we heard there was another fire in 

La Terminal.  The proximity of so many families living in cramped conditions juxtaposed to businesses is not 

the greatest recipe for either.  An electrical fire started in one of the rooms where a family lived and quickly 

spread to other rooms and businesses.   

What we didn´t know at the time was that the room where 

the fire started is where one of our boys live.  He came to 

us soon after as he was now homeless (again) and had lost 

everything. All his schoolwork, shoes, bed, clothes and 

personal possessions were all gone.  Not that he had a lot 

anyway, but all he had was now a pile of smouldering ashes 

and so he reluctantly resolved himself to starting all over 

again. 

We have managed to buy him some clothes and shoes and 

some items for washing etc.  He has temporarily moved 

into a room with his mum and younger brother and sister but has no bed and so sleeps on the floor (again) 

until a longer-term solution can be found.   

I met his Dad the other evening on the streets and saw how badly burned his arms were, but he was full of 

thanks for being alive and for our support.  “I might not have a home now or any clothes”, he said, “but I 

am alive and full of thanks for all you have done for me and my family”.  Sometimes our lives are so full of 

things that we forget the fact that every day is a blessing just to be alive. 

 


